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Abstract

Airfoil shape design is one of the most fundamental elements in aircraft design. Exist-
ing airfoil design tools require at least a few minutes to analyze a new shape and hours
to perform shape optimization. To drastically reduce the computational time of both
analysis and design optimization, we use machine learning to create a model of a wide
range of possible airfoils at a range of flight conditions, making it possible to perform
airfoil design optimization in a few seconds. The machine learning consists of gradient-
enhanced artificial neural networks where the gradient information is phased in gradually.
This new gradient-enhanced artificial neural network approach is trained to model the
aerodynamic force coefficients of airfoils in both subsonic and transonic regimes. The
aerodynamics is modeled with Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) based compu-
tational fluid dynamics (CFD). The proposed approach outperforms an existing airfoil
model that uses a mixture of experts technique combined with a gradient-based Kriging
surrogate model. The approach yields to similar airfoil shape optimization solutions than
high-fidelity CFD optimization solutions with a difference of 0.01 count and 0.12 count
for Cd in subsonic and transonic regimes, respectively. Airfoil optimization problems
are solved in a few seconds (instead of hours using CFD-based optimization), making
the design process much more interactive, as demonstrated in the Webfoil airfoil design
optimization tool.

Keywords: Surrogate Modeling, Artificial Neural Networks, Gradient-Enhanced
Modeling, Airfoils

1. Introduction1

Surrogate modeling methods are a powerful tool that have applications in engineer-2

ing analysis and design tasks. If an outcome of interest is time-consuming to evaluate3

using numerical simulations, a fast surrogate model that approximates the output can4

be used instead. Many types of surrogate models exist in the literature, such as krig-5

ing [51, 48, 9, 8, 32, 17], radial basis functions (RBF) [46, 13, 24], and artificial neural6

networks (ANN) [26, 23]. Gradient-enhanced surrogate modeling methods use the gra-7

dient information to improve the accuracy of the model [34, 7]. These methods have8

been adapted to many surrogate model types, such as kriging [7, 5, 16] and RBF [57, 31].9
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Laurent et al. [34] provide an overview of existing gradient-enhanced modeling and their10

applications. However, most of the gradient-enhanced surrogate modeling methods do11

not scale well in number of samples (more than tens of thousands), which limits the12

achievable accuracy, especially for higher dimensional design spaces.13

ANN have become increasingly popular due to the increased availability of training14

data and computing capability. One of the advantages of ANN is their scalability with the15

number of samples [21]. ANN are a computational model inspired by the way biological16

neural networks in the human brain process information and were originally invented by17

McCulloch and Pitts [43]. Goodfellow et al. [21] describes the evolution of ANN, which18

have had a history that has alternated between progress and stagnation. Today, ANN19

are used in many practical applications and active research topics such as autonomous20

vehicles [2], computer vision [3], and speech recognition [30].21

ANN have been also used in aerospace applications. Rai and Madavan [47] used ANN22

and a polynomial model to approximate the pressure distribution of a turbine blade in the23

subsonic regime involving 15 design variables. They adapted the neural net dynamically24

during the optimization, which made it time-consuming. To manage the trade-off between25

accuracy and efficiency, they based the surrogate model on Euler data at the initial stage26

of optimization and switched to RANS data in the final stage. Papila et al. [45] optimized27

the performance of a supersonic turbine using radial basis neural networks combined with28

polynomial models using data generated by an unsteady RANS solver. The ANN was29

trained with the CFD data and was then used to generate more data points for the30

polynomial model. Zhang et al. [56] analyzed the image of an airfoil and estimated its31

lift coefficient using convolutional neural networks with training data generated from a32

RANS solver. Xu et al. [53] used ANN as a surrogate relating an airfoil geometry and its33

buffeting magnitude, frequency and time-average aerodynamic load coefficients based on34

unsteady RANS simulations.35

ANN have been extended to multi-information sources modeling. However, there has36

been little research on ANN that use gradient information to solve engineering problems.37

Giannakoglou et al. [19] analyzed a number of 2D and 3D aerodynamic shape design38

problems using gradient-enhanced ANN. Their error metric was a combination of function39

error and gradient error. They used an Euler equation model and thus viscous effects40

were neglected. In addition, only low Mach numbers (up to 0.5) were considered.41

Liu and Batill [38] developed a gradient-enhanced ANN method that does not re-42

quire weighting the residuals of the targets and gradients, but they only solved analytic43

benchmarks with up to 15 input variables. Pan and Duraisamy [44] used ANN to model44

nonlinear dynamical systems with gradient information. In that work, the gradient was45

penalized to obtain a smooth response instead of matching the gradient of the ANN46

model with the gradient of the data. Another approach using gradient-enhanced ANN47

was developed by Czarnecki et al. [15], where the loss function was defined as a weighted48

sum of the output estimation error and derivatives estimation error.49

Airfoil shape design is one of the most fundamental elements in aerospace engineering.50

Given the current computer power, it is possible to compute steady flow for airfoils51

using CFD to solve RANS equation in minutes, which opens the door to performing the52

thousands of airfoil solutions required for machine-learning processes. Furthermore, since53

the adjoint method efficiently computes the gradient of performance metrics with respect54

to shape and flow variables efficiently, the computed gradients provide an additional rich55
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set of data. For a cost that is equivalent to less than a flow solution, the adjoint method56

provides a potentially large vector of data.57

ANN frameworks that operate at large scale and in heterogeneous environments have58

improved dramatically in the last few years and are easier to use than ever. TensorFlow59

for example, has a high-level Python interface that has become popular owing to the60

combination of power and relative ease of installation and use [1].61

Enabled by the above developments, we developed a new gradient-enhanced ANN62

approach and applied it to airfoil shape design optimization. We compared this newly-63

developed approach to the surrogate-model approach developed by Li et al. [35] for the64

prediction of the drag, lift, and moment coefficients. The surrogate-model approach65

required the division of the airfoil shape and flight condition into two flow regimes (sub-66

sonic and transonic) because the surrogate modeling techniques could not simultaneously67

achieve acceptable accuracy for both regimes. The ANN approach developed herein, how-68

ever, managed to model both subsonic and transonic airfoils in the whole flight regime69

with one single model.70

The remainder of the manuscript is structured as follows. We describe the gradient-71

enhanced ANN and our improvements in Section 2. We present the results in Section 3,72

where we compare our previous surrogate model approach against the new gradient-73

enhanced ANN model. Finally, we present two airfoil shape optimization problems for74

the subsonic and transonic regimes in Section 4.75

2. Gradient-enhanced ANN76

In principle, using the training derivatives in addition to the training output values77

should improve the accuracy of the output prediction in surrogate modeling. Using this78

additional information should be even more advantageous when the computation of the79

gradients is efficient.80

Many physics models now include adjoint methods. ADflow computes gradient infor-81

mation using the adjoint method, which computes the derivatives of a function of interest82

with respect to input variables at a cost that is independent of the number of those input83

variables [41, 33]. Similarly, DAFoam 1 which is developed based on openFoam, also has84

an adjoint implementation [27, 52]. This is in contrast to other gradient computation85

methods, such as finite-difference and complex-step methods, which scale linearly with86

the number of input variables [42].87

In this work, we use ADflow, an open-source RANS CFD solver that includes an ad-88

joint method and efficient aerodynamic shape optimization [54, 33]. ADflow has been suc-89

cessfully used to perform aerodynamic shape optimization for airfoils [29, 35], wings [39,90

14, 55, 6, 40], and full aircraft configurations [14, 50, 49]. ADflow is also coupled to other91

disciplines to solve multidisciplinary design optimization problems [36, 11, 22, 18, 12, 28].92

Our approach to exploiting the gradient information is based on the gradient-enhanced93

ANN method developed by Czarnecki et al. [15]. They introduced the Sobolev training94

for artificial neural networks (SANN) method that incorporates the gradient information95

in the loss function with the training samples during the training phase.96

1https://github.com/mdolab/adflow
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2.1. Description of SANN97

To approximate a function f using SANN, we use the matrix of training input values98

99

X =
[
x(1), . . . ,x(nt)

]T
, (1)

where each training input is100

x(i) =
[
x
(i)
1 , . . . , x

(i)
d

]T
, (2)

and hence X is a (nt × d) matrix, where d is the number of dimensions of the input and101

nt is the number of training samples. The corresponding vector of training output values102

is103

y =
[
y(1), . . . , y(nt)

]T
, (3)

where y(i) = f
(
x(i)
)
. Then, the gradient of the function that computes the outputs is104

∇f
(
x(i)
)

=

[
∂f

∂x1

(
x(i)
)
, . . . ,

∂f

∂xd

(
x(i)
)]T

, (4)

which we write as a matrix when evaluated for each training point as105

df = ∇f(X) =
[
∇f

(
x(1)
)
, . . . ,∇f

(
x(nt)

)]T
. (5)

To train a neural network model m using a set of parameters θ, we minimize a loss106

function with respect to θ, i.e.,107

min
θ
yloss(X,y|θ),

yloss(X,y|θ) := l
(
m
(
x(i)|θ

)
, y(i)

)
,

(6)

where l is a loss function.108

To incorporate the gradients into the training of an ANN, Czarnecki et al. [15] pro-109

posed adding a second term to the loss function above110

min
θ
ȳloss(X,y,df |θ),

ȳloss(X,y,df |θ) := l
(
m
(
x(i)|θ

)
, y(i)

)
+

d∑
j=1

lj

(
∂m

∂xj

(
x(i)|θ

)
,
∂f

∂xj

(
x(i)
))

,
(7)

where lj is the loss function with respect to the jth partial derivative. In this equation,111

the second term involving the derivatives is dominant in the training of the SANN model,112

especially when d is high. This slows down the convergence of the SANN training because113

it emphasizes the minimization of the gradient error.114

2.2. Efficient approach for training SANN115

To accelerate the training convergence, we propose to introduce the gradient informa-116

tion gradually during the learning process. We do this by incorporating a parameter λk,117
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with k ∈ N∗, in Equation (7), yielding118

min
θ
ȳloss(X,y, df |θ),

ȳloss(X,y,df |θ) :=
nt∑
i=1

l
(
m
(
x(i)|θ

)
, y(i)

)
+

λk

d∑
j=1

lj

(
∂m

∂xj

(
x(i)|θ

)
,
∂f

∂xj

(
x(i)
))

,

(8)

where the parameter λk ∈ [0, 1] is a weight that controls how much gradient information119

to use in the SANN training.120

We use TensorFlow [1], which is a large-scale machine learning framework, to compute121

the derivative ∂m/∂xj
(
x(i)|θ

)
. TensorFlow uses reverse mode automatic differentiation122

to compute the derivatives.123

We call this approach modified SANN (mSANN). The key idea is to gradually increase124

λ for each epoch in the training. Algorithm 1 describes the main steps in mSANN.125

Algorithm 1: mSANN

Input: (X,y,df , N); // N is the total number of epochs

Define the ANN architecture; // Layers, units, and activation functions

Define λk; // List containing values of λ
Initialize θ in Equation (8); // Use a normal random variable N (0, 0.1)
for i ≤ N do

for λ ∈ list(λk) do
Solve minimization problem (8); // Use backpropagation algorithm

end

end
Output: ŷ(x); // Final prediction

For a better illustration of the benefits of this approach, we use the Rosenbrock126

function127

15∑
i=1

[
(xi+1 − x2i )2 + (xi − 1)2

]
, −2 ≤ xi ≤ 2, for i = 1, . . . , 16. (9)

to compare the performance of our approach with SANN and a standard ANN method128

without gradients.129

We first build similar ANN architectures for all methods using eight layers: one input130

layer, six hidden layers, and one output layer. Figure 1, which is generated using the131

NN-SVG online tool 2, depicts the architecture and activation functions of the ANN. In132

general, there is no rule of thumb to know in advance the best ANN architecture . In133

our case, the architectures are chosen based on trial and error after many experiments.134

Similar to the ANN architecture, the tuned parameters for training an ANN model, such135

2http://alexlenail.me/NN-SVG/LeNet.html
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Figure 1: This ANN architecture is composed of one input layer, six hidden layers, and one output layer.
The activation functions are indicated next to the left edge of each hidden layer. The number of units
for each hidden layer is 100.

as the learning rate, the number of layers, the number of units, and so on, is problem-136

dependent. Tuning the parameters λk for solving Equation (8) is also problem-dependent.137

In our case, we set λk = 0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1. We use TensorFlow to construct the ANN,138

SANN, and mSANN models.139

After building the ANN, we sample 42,000 training points and 22,000 validation points140

using the Latin hypercube sampling method implemented by Bouhlel et al. [10]. Then,141

we use the L2-norm (||.||2) for both l and lj. Finally, we use three criteria to compare142

between the various ANNs:143

• The yloss and ȳloss for each epoch at the training samples, which shows the evolution144

of the training process. The evolution of ȳloss is only applicable for SANN and145

mSANN.146

• The L2-norm of relative errors (εL2) for both training and validation samples147

εL2 =
||ŷ − y||2
||y||2

100, (10)

where y is a vector containing the real values and ŷ is a vector containing the148

prediction of y. This provides a measure of the final solution accuracy.149

• The L2-norm of relative errors (ε̄L2) of the gradient predictions for both training150

and validation samples151

ε̄L2 =
|| dŷ − dy||2
|| dy||2

100, (11)

where dy is a vector containing the real values of the gradient and dŷ is a vector152

containing the prediction of dy. The vectors dy and dŷ are shaped in a way to153

contain all the derivative values into one vector column; i.e., dy and dŷ are both154

vectors for training and validation, respectively.155

Figure 2 compares the results of ANN, SANN and mSANN models. The yloss and ȳloss156

loss functions drop off rapidly with mSANN especially for the first epochs (an epoch in157
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Table 1: The L2-norm of the relative errors results given by Equations (10) and (11) for both training
and validation on the Rosenbrock function.

Training Testing
εL2 ε̄L2 εL2 ε̄L2

mSANN 1.20 5.27 1.25 5.33
SANN 4.00 14.18 4.06 14.20
ANN 4.40 25.50 4.78 25.60

ANN is one forward pass and one backward pass of all the training examples). In addition,158

mSANN shows a better convergence in all cases by at least two orders of magnitude. The159

final solutions obtained are: 8.88 (mSANN), 11.30 (SANN), and 11.52 (ANN) for yloss160

and 11.57 (mSANN) compared to 13.60 (SANN) for ȳloss.161

As shown in Table 1, mSANN outperforms ANN and SANN in both the prediction162

of the output of interest and the prediction of the gradient for training and validation163

samples.164

3. Application to airfoil analysis165

As previously mentioned, Li et al. [35] developed a data-based approach to provide166

fast aerodynamic analysis and design optimization tool for airfoils in the subsonic and167

transonic flow regimes using two separate surrogate models for each of these flow regimes.168

In this section, we first describe the methodology followed by Li et al. [35]. Then, we169

describe our approach for constructing a fast airfoil analysis and design tool in both170

subsonic and transonic using a single mSANN model. We compare the performance of the171

mSANN model with the results given of Li et al. [35] for the subsonic case and demonstrate172

the performance of mSANN in the transonic regime. We compare the mSANN to the173

GE-KPLS method only on particular airfoil cases in transonic regime. This is because Li174

et al. [35] developed a surrogate model in a small design space in transonic regime while175

our developed method covers a much larger design space.176

3.1. Data-based approach in subsonic flow regime177

The data-based approach developed by Li et al. [35] used a new airfoil shape param-178

eterization defined by camber-thickness mode shapes. They first selected 1172 subsonic179

airfoils from the Webfoil database 3 to cover as large an airfoil design space as possible.180

Then, they computed the camber-thickness mode shapes of these airfoils using the singu-181

lar value decomposition method. Seven camber modes and seven thickness modes were182

sufficient to accurately regenerate the initial geometry of the airfoils. This reduces the183

number of the airfoil shape parameters to 14 while covering a large design space with dif-184

ferent geometry complexities of airfoils. The free-stream Mach number (M) was allowed185

to vary between 0.3 and 0.6 while the angle of attack (α) ranged from −2 to 6 degrees.186

They generated new sampling airfoils data into many clusters (defined by dividing the187

design space into sub-domains with respect to M , α, one aerodynamic coefficient, and188

the first camber and thickness modes) with well-defined bounds of mode shapes.189

3http://webfoil.engin.umich.edu
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Figure 2: Rosenbrock function results. Upper left: comparison between the training predictions of ANN,
SANN, and mSANN. The best predictions are close to the diagonal (black line). mSANN shows a better
prediction on the training samples than both ANN and SANN. Bottom left: Comparison between the
validation predictions. Similar to the training predictions, we obtain better predictions using mSANN.
Upper right: The mSANN model reduces the loss function faster than ANN and SANN especially during
the first iterations, and yields to a better convergence. Bottom right: mSANN is faster and exhibits
better convergence than SANN.
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The airfoil aerodynamic force coefficients and their respective gradients are computed190

using ADflow, which solves the RANS equations with a Spalart–Allmaras turbulence191

model [54].4 The RANS CFD meshes for all airfoils are automatically generated with the192

open-source package pyHyp. 5 The flow solution residuals are converged by 15 orders of193

magnitude below the initial residual using an approximate Newton–Krylov method at194

the initial stage and then switching to an exact Newton–Krylov method at the final stage195

Since the gradient information is required for the construction of the gradient-en-196

hanced surrogate model, the ADflow adjoint solver [33] is also called to compute the197

gradient with respect to all modes, Mach number, and angle of attack. Later we also use198

this data set to train the Neural Network presented in Section 3.2.199

Finally, Li et al. [35] used a mixture of experts method [25, 4] with three main steps:200

1. Train a local gradient-enhanced surrogate model for each cluster, using gradient-201

enhanced kriging combined with partial-least-squares model (GE-KPLS) [7]. This202

surrogate model scales well in inputs and it is among the few gradient-enhanced203

kriging-based surrogates that scale well with training data.204

2. Compute the cluster posterior probability for each cluster with a supervised learning205

algorithm to compute the proportion of each cluster using a regularized Gaussian206

classifier Liem et al. [37].207

3. Build a surrogate model as a linear combination of all local surrogate models using208

the mixing proportion computed in Step 2.209

For simplicity, this methodology is named GE-KPLS in this section because it is based210

on the GE-KPLS model.211

3.2. mSANN approach for both subsonic and transonic regimes212

Li et al. [35] used two different shape parametrizations for the subsonic and transonic213

airfoils. Instead of the seven camber and seven thickness mode shapes used for the214

subsonic airfoils, the shape parameterization for the transonic airfoils used four camber215

modes and four thickness modes, which have no relation to the subsonic ones.216

Since we want to use both databases to create a single model using the mSANN217

approach, we need to find a way to deal with the distinct sets of mode shapes. The218

common inputs in subsonic and transonic databases are M and α. To fuse both pa-219

rameterizations, we developed a sparse geometry parametrization. For each regime, we220

have matrices of data (X) with size (n × d), where n is the number of samples and d is221

the number of input variables (two flow conditions plus the camber and thickness mode222

coefficients). We decompose each matrix as X = [Xct,XαM ] to separate the values for223

the mode coefficients (ct) and flow conditions (αM). Then, we merge the matrices corre-224

sponding to the subsonic (sub) and transonic (trans) data into one matrix with a size of225

(nsub + ntrans)× (dsub + dtrans − 2) containing both subsonic and transonic data to yield226

X =

[
Xcttrans 0 XαMtrans

0 Xctsub XαMsub

]
, (12)

4https://github.com/mdolab/adflow
5https://github.com/mdolab/pyhyp
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Subsonic training set:
Xsub ∈ Rnsub×dsub

Transonic training set:
Xtrans ∈ Rntrans×dtrans

Fuse training set (Equation (12)):
X ∈ R(nsub+ntrans)×(dsub+dtrans−2)

Train mSANN

Validation?

End
Yes

No

Figure 3: Workflow of training mSANN for both subsonic and transonic regimes.

where the two matrices of zeros have the appropriate sizes to fill the corresponding blocks.227

The flowchart in Figure 3 shows the workflow of training mSANN for both the subsonic228

and transonic regimes. First, we set both the subsonic and transonic training sets. Sec-229

ond, we fuse both training sets into a single training set X using Equation (12). Third,230

we run the training of mSANN on X. Finally, we check the validation of the model: if231

the desired accuracy is reached we stop the training, otherwise, we continue the training232

of the model.233

Our objective is to train an mSANN model using both subsonic and transonic databases234

to predict the aerodynamic force and moment coefficients: Cl, Cd, and Cm.235

3.3. Validation procedure236

We use a mSANN architecture similar to the one shown in Figure 1 with λk =237

0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9, 1. There are 42,039 and 4,120 training samples for the subsonic and238

transonic regimes, respectively. The training database used for mSANN in the subsonic239

regime is a subset of the one used for GE-KPLS by Li et al. [35], but the testing and240

validation samples are the same. To validate the performance of the mSANN model, we241

use 21,870 and 1,544 validation samples for subsonic and transonic regimes, respectively.242

To verify the generalization of the model, the validation set is split into two smaller sets:243

10,935 validation samples and the same number of test samples for the subsonic regime,244

and 787 validation samples and 757 test samples for the transonic regime. If the accuracy245

of the test set is sufficient, we stop the training; otherwise, we continue the training. For246

the subsonic set, M ∈ [0.3, 0.6] and α ∈ [−0.5, 6] degrees, while for the transonic set247

M ∈ [0.7, 0.75] and α ∈ [−1.5, 4.5] degrees.248

To assess the performance of the mSANN model, we compute the L2-norm of the249

relative error (10) for both validation and test sets. We also compute the L1-norm of the250

relative error of each sample (for both validation and test samples), which is given by251

εiL1
=

∣∣∣∣∣y
(i)
pred − y

(i)
true

y
(i)
true

∣∣∣∣∣ . (13)

In the subsonic regime, we compare the global performance of mSANN to GE-KPLS252

on the same testing and and validation sample sets. In addition, we show the perfor-253

mance of only mSANN in transonic regime. In addition, we compare the aerodynamic254
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Figure 4: Comparison of the L1-norm of the relative errors and the L2-norm of the relative errors between
GE-KPLS and mSANN for validation (top) and testing (bottom) in subsonic flow regime. The mean of
the L1-norm of the relative errors are given by the triangles. The white line in the box represents the
median of the L1-norm of the relative errors. mSANN yields to better results than the GE-KPLS model,
especially for the drag coefficient.

coefficients curves versus angle of attack between the GE-KPLS and mSANN models on255

three selected subsonic airfoils with different geometry complexities. For transonic airfoil256

optimization, Li et al. [35] optimized three transonic airfoils with M = 0.73. We compare257

the performance of mSANN to GE-KPLS on the same transonic airfoils used by Li et al.258

[35].259

3.4. Comparison between GE-KPLS and mSANN in subsonic flow regime260

GE-KPLS and mSANN are compared in Figure 4. The mSANN model yields to better261

results than GE-KPLS for all aerodynamic coefficients for both validation and testing,262

especially for Cd (e.g.; 0.29% error for mSANN versus 2.75% for GE-KPLS in terms of263

εL2). For Cd in the test samples, there is an improvement in maximum εiL1
of about 1.5264

orders of magnitude. Moreover, mSANN yields a better mean of the L1-norm of the265

relative errors in all cases, especially for Cm, where there is an improvement of almost266

one order of magnitude. This shows that gradient-enhanced neural networks are able to267

learn complex models with different physical behavior over the design space.268

We select three airfoils of different types that do not exist in the database used for269

training the model: NACA 4412 (max thickness 12% at 30% chord and max camber 4%270

at 40% chord), Clark Y (max thickness 11.7% at 28% chord and max camber 3.4% at 42%271

chord), and NLF(1)-1015 (max thickness 15% at 39.8% chord and max camber 4.3% at272

62.8% chord). Figure 5 shows the airfoils shapes and their aerodynamic coefficient curves.273

For Cl and Cd, the mSANN and GE-KPLS curves match all the CFD simulations. For274

Cm, mSANN outperforms GE-KPLS on both NACA 4412 and NLF(1)-1015, especially275

for the last airfoil, where the GE-KPLS over-predicts compared to the CFD simulations.276

For example, we have an error of 0.01% with mSANN versus an error of 1.91% with277
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GE-KPLS for NLF(1)-1015 at α = 5.87. In addition, the mSANN curve is smoother278

compared to GE-KPLS in both cases. However, mSANN is slightly worse than GE-279

KPLS in predicting Cm near α = 6◦ for the first two airfoils. Indeed, for NACA 4412 for280

example, we observe an error of 0.4% and 0.6% with mSANN versus an error of 0.07%281

and 0.1% with GE-KPLS at α = 5.55 and 5.91, respectively.282

3.5. Performance of mSANN in transonic flow regime283

The distribution of the εiL1
and εL2 values are given in Figure 6. The L2-norm of284

the relative errors of the model increases slightly compared to the subsonic results given285

in Figure 4. However, the accuracy of the mSANN model is within the same order of286

magnitude for both subsonic and transonic regimes.287

In addition, the results of the test and validation in terms of εL2 are approximately288

the same: the L2-norm of the relative errors on the test samples is slightly larger than289

the error on the validation samples (with a difference of 0.07% for both Cd and Cm). On290

the other hand, the means of the L1-norm of the relative errors are very similar in this291

case. In sum, our approach generalizes well in both subsonic and transonic regimes.292

Figure 7 compares GE-KPLS and mSANN for three transonic NASA airfoils: SC(2)-293

0710 (max thickness 10% at 37% chord and max camber 2.1% at 81% chord), SC(2)-0606294

(max thickness 6% at 34% chord and max camber 1.3% at 81% chord), and SC(2)-0404295

(max thickness 4% at 37% chord and max camber 0.7% at 81% chord). The mSANN296

model outperforms GE-KPLS in all cases, especially in predicting Cm, where GE-KPLS297

mismatches most of the CFD simulations. In addition, mSANN provides smoother curves,298

especially when we compare mSANN to GE-KPLS for Cm with SC(2)-0710.299

These results show the ability of our approach to approximate two different design300

spaces (subsonic and transonic) simultaneously.301

4. Airfoil shape optimization302

Using the mSANN model trained as described in Section 3.2, we perform two airfoil303

shape optimizations in the subsonic and transonic flow regimes. We couple the mSANN304

model to SNOPT (Sparse Nonlinear OPTimizer), a gradient-based optimizer that imple-305

ments sequential quadratic programming and solves large-scale constrained optimization306

problems efficiently [20]. To verify the performance of our optimization results, we com-307

pare the solutions provided by the mSANN-based optimization to optimizations using308

direct the CFD evaluations.309

4.1. Subsonic airfoil optimization310

In the subsonic case, we minimize the drag coefficient with respect to 14 modes and311

angle of attack (fixing M = 0.45) subject to a constraint Cl = 0.5, starting from the312

NACA 0012 airfoil shape. To avoid abnormal airfoils, we constraint the upper bound313

of the first thickness mode to be no more than 90% of the NACA 0012 first thickness314

mode. The remaining 13 mode shape bounds are computed as described by Li et al. [35].315

Therefore, the total number of constraints is 15 (14 constraints on the mode coefficients316

and 1 constraint on Cl).317

Figure 8 compares the solution found by mSANN with the CFD reference solution.318

The grey area shows the design space range. In this case, the optimized airfoils with319
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Figure 5: Comparison of aerodynamic coefficient curves between mSANN and GE-KPLS in subsonic
(M = 0.45) for three airfoils. The results of mSANN and GE-KPLS models are similar and match the
CFD simulations, except for Cm, where mSANN performs better overall.
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Figure 6: Results of the L1-norm of the relative errors and the L2-norm of the relative errors for validation
and test samples in transonic. The mean of the L1-norm of the relative errors are shown by the triangles.
The white line in the box represents the median of the L1-norm of the relative errors.

mSANN and CFD are almost identical. When comparing the CFD-computed coefficients,320

Cd differs by only 0.01 counts and Cl by 0.001.321

4.2. Transonic airfoil optimization322

In the transonic case, we minimize the Cd coefficient with respect to eight mode shapes323

and angle of attack at M = 0.72 subject to a lift constraint set to Cl = 0.82. Similar324

to the subsonic case, we constrain the upper bound of the first thickness mode to be no325

more than 90% of the SC(2)-0710 first thickness mode. The remaining seven mode shape326

bounds are computed in a similar way to the subsonic case. Therefore, the total number327

of constraints is 9 (8 constraints on the mode coefficients and 1 constraint on Cl).328

Figure 9 compares the two optimal airfoils. Transonic airfoil shape optimization is329

more challenging than subsonic airfoil shape optimization due to the much more nonlinear330

flow physics. Nevertheless, the mSANN-based optimization achieves an airfoil similar to331

the reference one. The Cd differs by only 0.12 counts and the difference in Cl is only332

0.002.333

4.3. Efficiency of the mSANN-based optimization algorithm334

The cost of an ADflow RANS simulation is between 2 and 5 minutes. Computing335

a large number of those simulations is expensive, so the training set used for training336

mSANN is between 58 and 145 days for the subsonic regime and between 5 and 14 days337

for the transonic one. We reduce this cost using parallel evaluations, resulting in a train-338

ing cost for mSANN between 8 to 10 hours. The cost of a mSANN-based optimization is339

only a few seconds.340

An optimization based on direct calls to ADflow costs between 20 and 60 minutes.341

This means that the total cost of a few mSANN-based optimizations is much more ex-342

pensive that the ADflow-based ones when we take into account the training cost, this343

large cost can be amortized as the number of optimizations increases beyond 100 or so.344

Finally, the mSANN-based optimization approach made it possible to create the opti-345

mization capability in Webfoil 6, which provides an interactive tool for airfoil design that346

would not be possible with direct calls to ADflow.347

6http://webfoil.engin.umich.edu
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Figure 7: Comparison between mSANN and GE-KPLS models in the transonic regime (M = 0.73) for
three airfoils.
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Figure 8: Cd minimization at Cl = 0.5 and M = 0.45. The optimized solutions given by ADflow and
mSANN are in blue and green, respectively. The grey area shows the design space range. The optimal
airfoil found using mSANN is indistinguishable to the one found using CFD.
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Figure 9: Cd minimization at Cl = 0.82 and M = 0.72. The optimized solutions given by ADflow and
mSANN are in blue and green, respectively. The gray area shows the design space range. The optimal
airfoil found using mSANN is indistinguishable to the one found using CFD.
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5. Replication results348

The codes needed for reproducing the results in this paper are available online un-349

der open-source licenses. After installing TensorFlow, the scripts to generate the re-350

sults presented in this paper are available on https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/351

ngpd634smf/1. The Rosenbrock function test results given in Section 2.2 could be repro-352

duced using files available in the repository ”Rosenbrock”. The scripts constructing the353

mSANN and predicting the aerodynamic coefficients given in Section 3.2 are available in354

the repository ”Analysis”. The optimization results given in Section 4 could be repro-355

duced using the script files hosted in the repository ”Optimization”. In addition, ADflow356

is available on https://github.com/mdolab/adflow for reproducing ADflow results.357

6. Conclusions358

We developed an ANN methodology (mSANN) for fast and accurate airfoil design359

applications. The ANN model was enhanced with gradient information to increase the360

model accuracy for a given number of training samples. mSANN is based on gradually361

introducing the gradient information during the learning process via a dynamic parameter362

λ. We validated mSANN on an academic test case, the Rosenbrock function, and showed363

that it outperforms the standard ANN model and SANN model with an improvement364

of about 3% in terms of the L2-norm of relative error. This approach is applicable in a365

large design space containing over one thousand airfoil shapes of various types at flow366

conditions ranging from subsonic to the transonic regime.367

In previous work, we had developed a gradient-enhanced Kriging surrogate model368

(GE-KPLS) for the same purpose. However, that approach required separate models for369

the subsonic and transonic regimes. With mSANN, we were able to create a single-mode370

covering both regimes that is even more accurate. In subsonic, we obtained an error of371

0.29% in terms of L2-norm of relative errors compared to an error of 2.75% using GE-372

KPLS for Cd. The L2-norm of relative errors for Cd in the transonic regime is 0.48%373

compared to the CFD results.374

We performed two airfoil shape optimizations: one for the subsonic flow regime and375

another for the transonic regime. Compared to a CFD-based optimization, mSANN376

found the reference solutions with a difference of 0.01 counts and 0.12 counts for Cd in377

subsonic and transonic regimes, respectively.378

These optimization problems are solved in less than four seconds instead of the hour379

required using the conventional approach that calls CFD directly, which opens the door to380

interactive airfoil design. This approach is now accessible through Webfoil, a web-based381

airfoil design tool and database. 7
382
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